News Letter 2/2022
2022 WOMZA RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP
In news letter 1/2022 we briefly introduced the 2022 Championship. In this document
we will go into detail with regards to how the 3 Championship categories will work.
Pirelli Cup
As stated in previously the Pirelli Cup will be open to any crew who has Pirelli tyres
fitted to their competing car for the duration of the Championship.
Any entered competing vehicle must be fitted with Pirelli tyres at all times in order to
qualify for points. The same points system that will be utilized for the Regional
Championship will be used for the Pirelli Cup to declare the top 3 contenders in each
Group.
For those competitors who already have Pirelli tyres you will automatically qualify for
the Pirelli Cup.
Furthermore we have a secured a credit facility for the purchasing of tyres with a
reputable credit company, namely Retail Credit Solutions(RCS) and the credit facility
will be available to anyone who is credit worthy. Should you wish to know more about
this contact Cobus directly at 0825663511.
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The prize money for the Pirelli Cup will total R60 000 for the 2022 Championship that
will be equally divided between the four respective Groups and that will furthermore
be divided between the top 3 crews in each Group.
Pirelli will be giving away branded hampers for the duration of the Championship to
entered crews.
In 2022 we will introduce the Pirelli Prolog that will determine the starting order for
the event whereby the fastest qualifier in each Group will receive an award.
All overall Group Winners of the 2022 Championship will receive fully paid
competition licenses for the 2023 Championship for both Driver and Navigator.
All Pirelli Cup entrants who have already purchased a new set of tyres within the 2022
Championship will be receive a discount on any other purchases made throughout the
season as part of the Competitor Incentive Scheme that Pirelli will offer us.
Being part of the Pirelli Cup in 2022 will prove to be very beneficial to all who have
entered.
WRC Regional Rally Championship
The WRC Regional Rally Championship will be hosted northern and eastern South
Africa and will comprise of 5 Rounds in each region. The top 3 crews in each Group will
be awarded Regional Championship Awards.
Each competitor will nominate which 4 events he/she would like to score towards the
Championship as each crew will drop 1 events points in the 5 Round Championship.
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WRC National Rally Championship
The WRC National Rally Championship will comprise of 2 Rounds in 2022 with a Round
being held in each Region. WNRC Round 1 will form part of the Lowveld Rally in the
Northern Region in April and WRC Round 2 will form part of ECRC(Eastern Cape Rally
Championship) final in the Eastern region at the end of the season.
In order to qualify to enter the first National Event a crew will have to enter and start
at least 1 Regional event prior to National Event taking place.
Ie: North Regions
* Enter and start Bronkhorstspruit Rally before National Round 1 at the Lowveld Rally
in order to qualify for the event. The aim of this is to prevent ‘’1 hit wonders’’ from
taking home the silverware.
* Enter and start Round 5 Ermelo Rally before Round 2 national at the Cradock Rally in
the Eastern Region.
50% of the Regional points accumulated at crew’s qualifying events prior to a National
Event will be carried over towards your National points that will count towards the
National Championship.
Meaning your total National Points will comprise of the following:
2x 50% National Qualifier points
2x National Round points
The aim behind this is to keep the Championship fair for all those who have entered it
no matter which Region a competitor may be from.
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2022 Championship Affiliation and licence fees
WRC Committee has once again negotiated with WOMZA to offer all rally competitors
a minimal licence fee to maintain the affordability of participating in the sport of rally.
2022 Championship affiliation and licencing will cost R2000 per crew. This will include
two National level licenses and affiliation fee for both driver and navigator. The WRC
Committee will take care of the licensing process on behalf of the crews to ensure that
the process is easy and quick. Championship Affiliation application will be available at
www.womzarally.co.za shortly.
Each crew will be responsible for either producing their won medical aid policy that
covers Motorsport or may alternatively purchase a medical plan from WOMZA. Below
the different medical plans that WOMZA has on offer.
Option 1: R100 000 Medical + R115 000.00 Disability + R115 000.00 Death: - R1 150,00
Option 2: R150 000 Medical + R172 500.00 Disability + R172 500.00 Death: - R1 600,00
Option 3: R200 000 Medical + R230 000.00 Disability + R230 000.00 Death: - R2 350,00
Please be reminded that you MUST have some form of Medical aid whilst competing
and will not be granted a license should you have no cover.
Further more each member of a crew must apply for Championship affiliation before
submitting their license applications.
The Championship Affiliation document will be available on the website at
www.womzarally.co.za
All competition License applications will be done by the WRC Committee once
payment and documentation has been received in full.
The following will be required: Copy of ID document, proof of Medical Aid and proof
of payment.
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Northern Region Championship Meetings
The first quarter SQM will be held on Saturday the 29th of January in Bronkhorstpruit
at 09:00 and we ask that you attend this meeting. Championship points will be on offer
as per Bulletin 1.
A location pin will be sent on the Competitor Whatsapp Group.

Logo Change
From 2022 the Championship will no longer be known as WOMZA National Rally
Championship.
It will now be known as the WOMZA Rally Championship (WRC) with the 3 different
categories being hosted under it.
The new logo will be published soon.
Championship decals
This has become some what of a problem in the past years with competitors
competing in multiple facets of motorsport. It will remain the entered crew’s
responsibility to ensure that the correct signage is on the competing vehicle when
presented for Scrutinizing. We have committed sponsors this year that expect a return
on their investment by means of advertising and thus whilst competing in this
Championship all the cars will look uniform and equipped with the correct sponsor
decals. Our graphic designer is in process of making a design layout that will be added
to the 2022 Rulebook.

Regards
WRC Committee
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